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Introduction
Choosing an effective set of sensor measurements is essential for designing controllers to achieve stringent performance and robustness goals.
Often control requirements are not anticipated in the design stage for physical systems and sensor configurations are chosen in an ad hoc manner.
Flexible structures are especially challenging systems for choosing sensor locations and types due to the large number of mode shapes. Also, tradeoffs must be met by balancing the number of sensors needed to observe the large number of closely spaced modes while simultaneously considering the added weight and cost of these additional sensors. [12, 13] .
The issue of sensor configuration is closely associated with the issue of control design. The optimal closedloop system requires an optimal configuration of sensors and optimal gains in the compensator. Optimality in only one of these areas will restrict the achievable performance and robustness of the closed-loop system. Utiliz-Thetechnique presented in this paper considers a chosen set of sensor locations. Globally optimal Full Control compensators are computed at each of these locations to determine the maximum performance and robustness level achievable. The sensor locations chosen for implementation on the physical system correspond to the sensor locations achieving the best Full Control performance.
There is no guarantee that the optimal Full Control sensor locations are equivalent to the optimal sensor locations for a general output feedback controller; This paper will adopt a standard for denoting plant matrices for ease of notation and convenience in theorems. 
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This matrix is used to compute the following star product LFT with ei = (I + c,A) -1 defined for notational convenience.
F'(Ta'MP)
= [ (I + aA)ftv/_CA E_/_tB ]+ aC.4B
Computing the star product with T_ has several important properties. The most immediately noticed property is the relationship between the star.product and the bilinear transformation.
The matrix P = F, (T_, P) is the discrete-time formulation of the continuous-time plant P. The star product also has a commutation property such that F, (T_,F_(P,K)) = Ft(P,F,(T_,K)).
The following theorem demonstrates a constant matrix condition, formulated using the star product, which is equivalent to an 7/o0 condition [13].
Theorem 1 Given the state-space plant P(s) and associated constant matrix Mp along with the set l) of scaling matrices, then the following are equivalent.
1. There exists D E D and stabilizing K E Igp such that IID½E(e,K)D-½11oo < 1
g. There exists D E D and stabilizing K E ICp along with real X = X T > 0 such that with g = diag(X, D),
as elements of the constant matrix term involving the star product F, (Ta, Mp) . (F, (Ta, Mp) , K) = R + UQV along with the set l) of scaling matrices, then the following are equivalent.
1. There exists stabilizing K G IC_, and D E l) such that sensor configuration chosen with this method may not be globally optimal over every possible sensor location in the system; rather, it is optimal with respect to the considered set of locations.
The following algorithm demonstrates this procedure. The uncertainty structure for the system in Figure 4 The most effective sensor configuration for Bay 3 vibration attenuation is to use three sensors in the same bay.
Feedback configurations using all Bay 3 sensors or us-
ing all Bay 4 sensors achieve p = .299 for Full Control closed-loop performance. These performance levels are similar since the set of sensors in each bay is able to observe the dynamics of Bay 3. Each set of accelerometers is able to provide sufficient information to the controller to attenuate the Bay 3 vibration responses. Nominal performance is also calculated for each controller as 1.152 for g3 a and 1.880 for K 3. The weighted norms greater than 1 indicate neither controller is able to achieve the desired performance objectives. /_ for nominal performance is plotted in Figure 6 . The robust performance p values for each controller is given in Figure 7 . The p upper bounds are computed as 1.296 for K 3 and 2.065 for K_. Each controller gives a peak p greater than 1 indicating robust performance is not achieved for either output feedback controller.
Restricting
The robust performance _u plots are of similar shape for each controller with peaks at 104 rad/sec even though for K43 is much higher. Both controllers are driven by meeting the performance goals as evidenced by Figure 6 . 9a and 9b show K34 is able to roll off noticeably faster than K44 due to observance of this mode. 
Implementing
